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Using online research and your school library, find out how amendments to the
Constitution are made and how they are ratified. Create a one-page resource
sheet for you to use when answering the questions below and cite the source
of your information on your personal resource sheet. Use the amendment
process chart below as a guide for structuring your one-page resource sheet.

The Amendment Process
2/3 of state legislatures

ask for a meeting to
propose an amendment.

A special convention is
called and the amendment
is proposed.

3/4 of state legislatures ratify (accept) the amendment.
OR

3/4 of special state conventions ratify (accept) the amendment.

An amendment is made!

Questions:
Using your resource sheet and the information you have gathered,
answer these questions:
1. W
 hat branch of the federal government is able to propose an amendment?

2. H
 ow many states are needed to make up the 3/4 majority that can ratify
an amendment?

3. If you were a member of a state legislature, what would you need to do to
get an amendment ratified?

Rarely Ratified
4 Thousands of amendments
have been proposed since
the Constitution was
written, but only 27 have
been ratified.
4 All 27 ratified amendments
were proposed by Congress.
There has never been an
amendment proposed by
the states.
4 The 20th Amendment,
which set the date for
the beginning and ending
of presidential and
congressional terms, is the
only amendment ever to be
ratified by 100 percent of
the states.
4 Between 1989 and 1999,
Congress proposed more
than 850 amendments!
4 Failed amendments
that have been debated
by Congress:
•C
 hanging the voting
age to 16
• Eliminating income tax
•M
 aking English the
official language
•P
 roviding moments of
silence in schools
•C
 hanging the way
amendments are
proposed
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2/3 of Congress (made up of
the House of Representatives
and the Senate) proposes
an amendment.

